Stretch-reflex mechanical response to varying types of previous muscle activities.
This study was designed to examine the effects of varying types of background muscle activity on the stretch-reflex mechanical response. A rapid stretch was applied to the calf muscles after an isometric (pre-ISO), shortening (pre-SHO) and lengthening contraction (pre-LEN) with several pre-contraction levels, respectively. The stretch perturbation was applied with the tibio-tarsal joint angle at 90 degrees. The ankle joint torque elicited by the stretch showed a first peak (non-reflex torque: NRT), a transient drop and a second peak (reflex torque: RT). The muscle activities before the stretch clearly influenced the stretch-reflex mechanical response. The NRT reached the largest peak with the longest duration in pre-ISO. The peak NRT increased with the pre-contraction level in pre-ISO and pre-LEN, whereas it remained unchanged in pre-SHO. The RT responded to the stretch-reflex EMG response most quickly and reached the largest peak in pre-ISO. Pre-ISO generated the mechanical response most efficiently against the size of the stretch-reflex EMG response. Pre-SHO showed lower peak RT than pre-ISO in spite of the similar size of stretch-reflex EMG response. The peak RT was closely related to the peak NRT in all conditions. Consequently, the peak RT also increased with the pre-contraction level in pre-ISO and pre-LEN, whereas it remained unchanged in pre-SHO. In conclusion, a stretch after an isometric contraction evoked a larger stretch-reflex mechanical response more efficiently than that after phasic contractions when a given effort was being maintained.